Stormseal is a patented polymer film designed to provide emergency storm damage protection for American homes and businesses.

Stormseal’s innovation lies in the composition of the polyurethane film and the heatseal application method, both of which are part of the Stormseal patented and trademarked system.
STORMSEAL... it’s a system; from online ordering, national distribution, accredited training, and contractor deployment tool boxes ready 24/7 with all accessories supplied.

- 90% reduction in additional call outs
- Designed, formulated, and tested to withstand wind loads of up to 100 miles per hour
- Lightweight, only 1/3 weight of tarpaulins
- Increase contractor productivity
- Branding of product available in a range of colours
- No trips to the store

Manufactured in America with the ability to produce and dispatch stock in a state of emergency.